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Symptomchecker

What is symptomchecker?


Symptom Checker is an algorithm 
that interviews patients about their 
symptoms using clinical practice 
guidelines



The average number of questions is 
23. A patient can answer them 
anywhere using a mobile device: at 
home, waiting in line or in public 
transport etc. Patient can get a link 
to questionnaire in SMS 
notification.


The product has its own ad targeting 
system based on symptoms and their 
combinations, diagnoses and user 
parameters (gender, chronic diseases, 
bad habits, etc.). So after the interview, 
the user can receive a personal offer. 



Conversion per click is 30-50%, per 
application - 3-10%.



The effectiveness of the Symptom 
Checker is based on 

- breaking  the psychological barrier of 
the first visit to the doctor, 

- customer receiving a free service 
(checking symptoms online), 

- making the first step towards 
recovery by receiving list of possible 
diagnoses that match symptoms

- hi-tech image of a clinic providing the 
online service.


Integration
To the website or app


Medical decision support 
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Symptoms

Possible diagnoses

Tests

Abdominal pain: sharp, unbearable, after eating

Provocation: fat food
Localization: left hypochondrium, epigastric

Symptomatic control: antacids

Gastritis (77%)

(62%)

(37%)Gastroesophageal reflux disease
Gall-stone disease

High resolution manometry

CBC
lymphocyte count

 lymphocyte coun

 leukocyte counting

EGD

Open possible diagnoses

The interview consists of 17-50 questions, a similar face-to-face 
interview would take 10+ minutes
It takes about 20 seconds to read structured data

The system focuses on important symptoms and their interrelatedness

List of suspected diseases with justification

Helps adhere to professional standards by improving the efficiency of 
the doctor
Consideration of chronic and hereditary diseases


Recommended tests


Competitive advantage on the outpatient clinic services market



For the clinic


Medical decision support system

For the doctor


symptomchecker

For the user


Lead generator

Conversion 3-10%


Personal offer for the user

Targeting by symptoms, diagnoses, chronic conditions, and more 

High level of user engagement


20-40% of site visitors start a chat with Symptom Checker module. 


80% of them complete an interview and get a personalized offer

30-50% click on personal offer

3-10% leave an application 



It also allows you to make your customers return to the website and spend more time 
on the website (through an offer to pass free online diagnostics using the Symptom 
Checker)


SEO
Website improvement


Average session on the site +3 minutes

Improving the behavioral characteristics of the site

Growth in search engine positions in comparison with competitors 


As a result, website traffic growth from Google and other search 
engines


Competitive advantage

Real advantage in the outpatient clinic services market


Win the war for patients

Own a Symptom Checker with full customization

Be the first on the market offering a free hi-tech service


Value growth for the company - rising level of technology and using MedTech 
solution

Newsbreak  (launching your own symptomchecker)

Dataset - valuable statistics and big data in medicine

Possibility of cooperation in the Exclusive White Label format


Increasing value to the patient

and quality of service


Free service from the company (comparable to a visit to a state clinic)

Corporate image of high-tech company with a high level of digitalization
Improving the quality of service (automated online interview allows for more time to communicate with the 
patient)

Replace Google search for symptoms (more then 70 mln per month) with a symptom 
checker on your website or app


Improving doctors efficiency 


Providing more competent services


More time for communication with a patient / number of patients


Own medical decision support system (built in the Symptom Checker)


Compliance with standards of care and clinical standards


The doctor will receive the results of a detailed interview on symptoms, chronic and 

hereditary diseases, bad habits and other parameters


More recommendations for the necessary tests and services


For the user

Equivalent to the first in-person or online appointment with a therapist at a clinic


Better than Googling symptoms on the Internet

Second opinion


Breaking the psychological barrier of the first visit to the doctor


Free service


Possibility to get a list of necessary tests before visiting a doctor in-person


Active interaction with a user instead of passive reading of the information on the 
clinic website
Personal offer

Growth of trust among gadgets users



Algorithms and product structures

How does that work?


corporate@docmate.tech


Contact

How does Symptomchecker work?

Algorithms and structures


Algorithm for generating questions
 Interpretation Algorithm
 Self-study and dataset


Облако

Based on the principle of collaborative filtration 
which is the 

basis of recommendation system allowing to use 
familiar estimates of users for predicting 
unknown ones of other users. First, data is 
represented as a matrix of correspondences User-
Question, then the order of questions generation 
is optimized by using the singular value 
decomposition (SVD)


The main algorithm is the support vector machine. 
Its main function is the conversion of the original 
data as vectors into higher dimensional spaces to 
find hyperplane that would have maximum 
distance from it to the nearest objects.


Interacting with users our system collects data 
and statistics, that allows you to train the 
algorithm and change parameters of weights and 
relationships in the database.

Content

The system already contains all the necessary 
content to launch it instantly. More than 1200 
symptoms, 243 diagnoses, 400 test parameters.


How does Symptomchecker work?

Algorithms and structures


Technology stack
 Targeting system 


Облако

Technological stack of software

products consists of solutions

optimized for high performance. Percona and 
Redis are used for data storage. The services are 
implemented in Golang and PHP. The web 
interface is built with React framework.


The ad targeting system gives the ability to accurately customize the target group 
and achieve the best conversion results. The targeting system works on the

following parameters:

- symptoms

- combinations with the presence and absence of specific symptoms

- suspected diseases

- chronic and hereditary diseases

- bad habits

- age, gender


Rapid implementation and easy operation

Set-up and integration


Integration and implementation

To the clinic website and app


Fast and easy api integration

Full access and control of the Symptom Checker behavior algorithm
NoCode - no skills required to manage and configure the platform 
programming

Does not require staff expansion for support services

High stability of operation

The ability to collect and analyze BigData in medicine


Recommended tests


Based on the results of the interview, the user receives a 
list of recommended medical tests with an indication of 
important parameters. These results will help to make the 
first visit to a doctor more effective because 90% of first 
visits to a specialist end with the list of recommended 
tests. A clinic can easily customize the offered tests and 
their parameters for each possible disease or 
combinations of symptoms.



